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The TD Factory will scan image plates using 
default parameters unless told otherwise

 A spreadsheet of default IP scanning parameters is available 
on the User Office’s website: https://lasers.llnl.gov/for-users

 The parameters are specific to types of instruments (Ross 
pairs, NXS, standard time-integrated imaging, etc.) and the 
instrument they’re held by (DISC2, GXD4, HGXD6, etc.)

 If the experimenter wants an IP scanned with parameters 
that differ from the default (or if no relevant default exists), 
please add an annotation in AppMan, prior to hitting the Shot 
RI approval button

 If the experimenter cares about the direction of the scan, add 
that information in the annotation

 Please contact Gary Stone with specific questions or input 
for the spreadsheet

https://lasers.llnl.gov/for-users
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The TD Factory’s default IP scanning parameters 
are based on user input

Here are some examples:
Standard Spatial Resolution : 25 microns
Standard Sampling Area: 75mm x 75mm 
PMT Voltage : S4000

Ross Pair on a 
DT shot

Standard Spatial Resolution : 100 microns
Standard Sampling Area: 150mm x 75mm 
PMT Voltage : S10000

TARDIS 

Standard Spatial Resolution : 25 microns
Standard Sampling Area: 50mm x 150mm 
PMT Voltage : S1272

NXS
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 In FY15 70 out of 356 target shots had backup targets assigned: ~ 20% of all 
shots
— 50 of those 70 backup targets were shot (but not always as a backup, sometimes 

as primary target for a subsequent shot)

 To date (as of 3/20/2016): 14 of 185 target shots have had a backup target 
assigned, which is < 8%, a significant reduction from the FY15 rate
— Of those 14, apparently 8 have been shot

Background
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 The definition of an experiment includes the target, diagnostics, and laser setup

 Backup targets are allowed only for experiments where:
— The shot data is high value to the program or the impact of losing the shot is high
— The primary target is high risk 

 A single CMT setup may be used with both the primary and backup target 
provided the laser and target setup, beam pointing, and TAS positioning matches

 A backup shot setup is required if differences in the as-built target require 
different alignment parameters or laser set-up

 A backup shot is accepted if the only difference is in the alignment details due to 
as-built target variations
— This is by agreement with the expert groups to manage overall work load to support the reviews

 What is not a backup target: 
— A target with a different machine safety risk, e.g. different LPI/backscatter risk is not considered a 

backup target
— A target that requires different beam selection is not considered a backup target

Rule set for backup shots and backup targets
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 Review process [proposal]
— Request identification of plans for backup target at T-6 months
— A T-3 month gate, consistent with final target package sign-off, is a natural time to 

freeze the option to carry a back-up target on an experiment
— Reject any change to identify a backup target after T-6 weeks when the 

experiment details are submitted for expert group assessment
— Confirm the details of the backup target at the set-up review (T-3 weeks) and 

review differences for two experiments if the “back-up” is different

 The following corrective actions will minimize the risk of executing an 
experiment with an unintended target:
— Expert Groups review all setups including explicit consideration of any assigned 

backup target (already occurring)
— Shot setup tool enables a view that shows metrology data from an RVP with 

associated beam pointing location (SRE implementation)
— AppMan enables a view of an integrated mini-campaign (SRE implementation)

Corrective actions to minimize the risk of executing an 
experiment with an unintended target
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 CMT allows the back-up target to have a different part number than the 
primary target for a given experiment
— This was implemented intentionally to manage backup targets during NIC

• Similar targets were defined with different names for initially different purposes.
• This also enables managing the targets for the Gatling campaigns.

— We have no intention to change this.
• The part number is not sufficient to identify a target as back-up

 A back-up target must be identical to the primary target for beam 
selection, pulse shape, fill pressure, backscatter risk, alignment strategy
— A back-up target needs Expert Group review just like the primary target

• If the configuration is not identical for the primary and back-up targets, then two separate 
experiments should be set up in CMT. 

 We are not currently asking RI’s if they are using a back-up target.
— We should ask at T-6 months, we must have the information at T-6 weeks
— A T-3 month gate, consistent with final target package sign-off, is a natural time to 

freeze the option to carry a back-up target on an experiment
— The set-up review (T-3 weeks) is the right place to confirm the final details of a back-

up target, or to review differences for two experiments if the “back-up” is different

Notes on implementation and issues
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A RI has a choice of three diagnostic priorities to assign 
while setting up an experiment in CMT

Golden 
templates 
automatically 
assign priority, 
which (usually) 
can be changed 
later while 
staying “golden”
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 Primary – must have it for main physics result
— Won’t take the shot without it

 Secondary – must have it for potentially corroborating physics results
— Will fight pretty hard to keep it on the shot

 Tertiary – nice to have, data may never be looked at (i.e., could be useful to 
investigate an unlikely failure), could be a ride along for someone else
— First thing to go if it interferes with the shot cycle

 Risk: a program can lose a valuable target if a shot auto-aborts due to a 
failure of a primary diagnostic – my understanding is as a hedge RI’s put all 
necessary diagnostics as secondary on high-value DT shots

Diagnostic Priorities – a RI’s point of view

IF a diagnostic is “primary” to a shot’s purpose, but is secondary or tertiary for operational reasons 
[e.g., it’s ride along to dial in a setting for primary operation on a subsequent shot, it’s secondary to 

avoid risk of auto-abort], a RI must make clear its importance through an annotation. 
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 Primary – we have to build it to requirements and deliver in time

 Secondary – we have to build it to requirements and deliver in time

 Tertiary – we have to build it to requirements and deliver in time

Diagnostic Priorities – The Target Diagnostic Factory’s 
point of view 

If a diagnostic is primary or secondary by definition it’s a must have. For most cases we don’t run
into problems, however if the diagnostic is a spectrometer (primary or secondary) we need to be
careful in the planning process not to over subscribe them. We have a limited number of these
so if we find we’re over-subscribed the scheduling folks, shot RI’s and myself will discuss to
determine if a plan can be worked out with a common configuration to support the RI’s physics
expectations – Tim Sarginson
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 Primary – we have to configure and operate it to requirements and deliver in 
time

 Secondary – we have to configure and operate it to requirements and deliver 
in time

 Tertiary – we have to configure and operate it to requirements and deliver in 
time

Diagnostic Priorities – The Target Diagnostic 
Engineering’s point of view 

The support organizations treat all diagnostics equally
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 Primary – we will convene a MRB if it looks like we’ll have to take the shot 
without it
— Requirement: any change to a primary diagnostic (strip timing, delay, voltage settings, etc.) 

during the shot cycle requires a subsequent rod shot to confirm performance. 
— An additional rod shot is required if any primary diagnostic setting changes have been made 

following the first rod shot.

 Secondary – we’ll ask the RI if he/she is willing to drop it or make an effort during 
the shot cycle, bounded by the rules of engagement for the shot week, to get it 
to participate in the event of any problem
— Shot RI concurrence is required to drop a secondary diagnostic
— No additional rod shot requirement on dry runs to confirm performance following a settings 

change
— A dry run may be performed after final rod shot at the shot director’s discretion – i.e., in 

between rod shot and system shot

 Tertiary – we’ll drop it without consulting the RI if it won’t operate normally 
during the shot cycle
— As a matter of courtesy every effort is made to consult with the RI before making this kind 

of decision

Diagnostic Priorities – Shot Operation’s point of view 

These statements are consistent with the actual implementation in ICCS … (next slide) 
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 Primary:
— Requirement: any change to a primary diagnostic (strip timing, delay, voltage settings, etc.) 

during the shot cycle requires a rod shot to confirm performance.
— ICCS will hold the countdown prior to critical region timing window (T-126 sec) or abort the 

shot inside the critical region if a problem with a primary diagnostic is detected.

 Secondary:
— No additional rod shot requirement on dry runs to confirm performance following a settings 

change
— ICCS will alarm for Failed Health and Readiness issues during countdown.
— ICCS will not put a hold on, or abort during the shot countdown if a problem with a 

secondary diagnostic is detected.

 Tertiary:
— ICCS will alarm for Health issues during countdown in the shot cycle
— ICCS will ignore a problem during the shot cycle

ICCS doesn’t “see” timing errors during countdown as those are manually entered by the 
operator. The ICCS issues that are “seen” during countdown involve things like voltage set 
points, hardware issues, and communication issues. - Korbie Killebrew

ICCS implementation – in the end, it’s only what the 
control system does automatically that matters
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 A RS’s need for commissioning participation on a shot is not necessarily 
scope that a RI will accept as a meaningful priority, and often doesn’t even 
think about as part of the primary shot activities
— We’ve been burned by this several times (Bob Ehrlich)
— Ride-along requests need to have their priority made clear at: 

• The beginning: the RI for the shot has to accept that a ride along may be more than “non 
perturbing” 

• With clear annotations in AppMan made by the owner of the ride along that spell out the 
purpose and value of the ride along activity

• Set-up review (owner of the ride along should be there as well as the RI)
• Shot RI brief (the reason and importance of a ride along needs to be made clear to the 

shift taking the shot) – the ride along will, by definition, not be covered as part of the 
goals of the shot…

Ride along ≠ tertiary

It is crucial to the success of the ride along diagnostic activity that the owner of the ride along makes 
the shot RI aware of the priority and that either the owner or the RI, or both, communicate that 

broadly
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 Enterprise Lifecycle Management - Unclassified

 Utilized by not only NIF, but all of Engineering Directorate.

 Provides for a common business practice

ELM-U
LLNL, NIF’s Information System for Product Life Cycle Management

Provides Lifecycle and Product Management
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Obtaining an ELM-U Account

Need an OUN before an ELM-U account can be established

 PreRequisite – Access to LLNL computer Systems
— Sponsored Account, LLNL Employee
— Need an OUN (Official User Name), i.e. burns7
— Best if you have an LLNL Email Account
— From Offsite requires a VPN (-B or –C), also if you use WiFi Laptop
— If you’re a Foreign National, a Cyber Security Plan will need to be 

approved

 How to request an ELM-U Account
— Use Front Range to Request an account

• May need to be originated by your LLNL Sponsor
— URL is; https://frweb01.the-lab.llnl.gov
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Obtaining an ELM-U Account

Creating A Request

 Front Range Selections for Account Request;
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Obtaining an ELM-U Account

An email will sent to you upon establishing your Account

 Front Range Selections for Account Request;
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Accessing ELM-U

The URL is; elm-u.llnl.gov/Windchill

 The URL for ELM-U is;
— elm-u.llnl.gov/Windchill   (Must be Capital W, for Windchill)

• All other characters are lower case

 Can be Accessed from anywhere as long as you connect to the 
LLNL Intranet
— From Offsite requires VPN access
— Best viewed with Internet Explorer, does work with Mozilla (Firefox) and 

Google Chrome
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Accessing ELM-U

The URL is; elm-u.llnl.gov/Windchill

 Upon successful connection to ELM-U you will be challenged 
to authenticate using your OUN and Password.
— The Information regarding your password in included in the email sent 

to you after your account has been established.
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ELM-U Account Home Page

The Home Page Can be customized
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Customize Your Home Page

Choose Customize to add/remove topics
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Types of Containers in ELM-U

The URL is; elm-u.llnl.gov/Windchill

 ELM-U uses Products to contain Objects pertaining to an 
effort, such as NIF
— Products are Access controlled, You can only view those products that 

you have permissions

 ELM-U uses Libraries to contain effort which is to used by 
anyone with an ELM-U account
— Objects such as Commercial Off The Shelf Items or Documents, Policies, 

Procedures, Notes
— Everyone can view the contents of all Libraries
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Types of Containers in ELM-U

Products, Libraries and Projects
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Searching for Objects in ELM-U

The URL is; elm-u.llnl.gov/Windchill

 Basic Search… All Types.. Searching on Name and Number 
Only
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Search Results

Searching is powerful and can be customized to fit needs

 Basic Search… All Types.. Searching on Name and Number 
Only
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Obtaining a Drawing PDF

Selecting the Content Tab, provides access to the Drawing PDF

 Selecting the Information Icon, provides the Information Page
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Downloading the Drawing PDF

Download the Watermarked PDF

 Once you’ve selected the Drawing you want, the Drawing PDF 
can found on the Contents Tab, in the Attachments Section
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Support for ELM-U

Seeking Additional Help

 There are Quick Reference guides, which provide useful 
How-To’s on many common topics
— They can be found in ELM-U, 1000055808

 Please utilize Front Range to submit Requests for service

 If need be I can be contacted at;
— burns7@llnl.gov
— 925-423-6989

mailto:burns7@llnl.gov
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